Wild Rogue River

Class of Rapids

I Moving water with few obstructions
  - suitable for beginners
II Small waves and turbulence
  - some obstacles and maneuvering
  - intermediate skill level necessary
III Medium size waves, strong hydraulics
  - considerable maneuvering and scouting required
  - experience necessary
IV Large powerful waves, powerful turbulence and hydraulics
  - precision maneuvering and scouting required
  - considerable skill needed
V Extreme turbulence, very large waves, very narrow and congested passage, rescue difficult
  - experts only
VI Very dangerous - limits of possibility
  - attempting at this level is life threatening
  - experts do not attempt

Bear fences are located at the following sites: Whisky Creek, Horseshoe Bend, Rogue River Ranch, Upper, Middle, and Lower Half Moon Bar, Brushy Bar, Upper and Lower Solitude, Upper and Lower Tate Creek, Upper, Middle, and Lower Tacoma.